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related literature | Search www.corning.com/opcomm. Click on “Resources.”

1. General
This document describes the installation of the Fiber Distribution Frame (FDF) Raceway manufactured by Corning 
Optical Communications.

Figure 1
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2. Description
The FDF raceway is a modular assembly of overhead troughs designed to hold fiber optic cable routed between 
banks of FDF’s (Figure 1). The raceway is made up of smaller sections connected to each other with screws and 
hung from ceiling supports on threaded rods. The assembly is open on the top and front, making it possible to 
place or rearrange fiber optic cables with ease.

The FDF raceway will also store cable slack in optional storage units. These units are attached above the FDF 
racks at raceway entry points and are easily accessed from the front.

3. Components
Figure 1 is a drawing of an FDF raceway with callouts to show components. Dimensions for each of the 
conponents may be found by examining Figure 2.

Figure 2
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4. Tools and Materials
The following tools and materials are required for the installation:

• Your FDF installation plan, indicating precise distances between the units to be linked.
• Half inch threaded rods and nuts long enough to extend from ceiling supports to within twenty 

inches of the top of the FDF racks. Quantity determined by your installation plan.
• Short (two inches long) phillips, screwdriver to tighten screws attaching raceway sections together.
• Flat blade screwdriver to tighten screws which attach the raceway to an FDF rack.
• Adjustable wrench to tighten the nuts that secure the raceway to threaded rods.
• Carpenter’s level to align the raceway.

5. Planning

Figure 3

If your installation plan does not address the precise location of raceway components, you should prepare one 
before you begin.

Your plan should indicate where raceway base pieces should be attached (Figure 3). On single-rack FDF units, 
attach these pieces at the center of the uppermost fiber routing trough. On installations of more than one FDF 
rack, attach these pieces directly to the rack uprights.

Your installation plan should indicate how many types of each section are used and where each is to be placed 
in relation to the FDF racks that they link (Figure 3). The plan should also show the locations of all threaded 
rods.

6. Threaded Rod Mounting
Before you begin, all threaded rods used to hold raceway sections in place should have been installed as 
specified in the installation plan. Threaded rods should be anchored to the ceiling using fixed (not hinged or 
wired) supports. Since some swing is possible (depending on the length of the rods) ceiling-anchor-location 
tolerance can be allowed but should be held to a minimum. Rods should be locked to the ceiling anchors so 
they will not turn when you thread nuts onto them.
Step 1: The length of threaded rods is important. Make certain all rods are within twenty inches of the top of 

the FDF racks.
Step 2: Verify rod locations and lengths against the installation plan.
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Step 3: Thread one nut onto each rod. Run it up about twelve inches. This nut will be turned back later to lock 
the assembly into place.

Figure 4

7. Raceway Vertical Transition Mounting

Figure 5
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The vertical transition is supplied as a kit to include upper and lower pieces and a center transition. Before you 
install the kit onto the FDF, assemble the pieces together as shown in Figure 1.

As with all the sections of the raceway, screws are threaded through the sections from the inside out. This puts 
the sharp edges of the screws on the outside of the unit and not inside where they could damage cable. Use 
the short Phillips screwdriver to tighten these screws.
Step 1: 

On single-rack FDF units, attach the transition kit at the center of the uppermost fiber routing trough. Use 
slotted head bolts and nuts to secure it to the trough (Figure 5).

On installations of more than one FDF rack, attach the transition kit directly to the rack uprights (Figure 5). The 
holes in the transition kit will line up with threaded holes in the uprights used to secure upper jumper troughs. 
Remove the bolts from these holes, position the transition over the holes and replace and tighten the bolts.
Step 2: Attach all the transition kits in all planned locations before going on to the next step.
Step 3: As you position the transition kits, thread on the threaded rods slated to hold them in place. Turn 

the lower nuts onto the rods but do not tighten the nuts. Just turn them until they are finger-tight 
against the transition (Figure 4).

8. Storage Unit Mounting
Step 1: Install the optional storage unit to the transition kit next.
Step 2: Again, screws are threaded through the sections from the inside out. This puts the sharp edges of the 

screws on the outside of the unit and not inside where they could damage cable. Use the stub phillips 
screwdriver to tighten these screws.

Step 3: Install the storage unit by attaching the support bracket to the unit first. Then attach the unit to the 
vertical transition kit.

9. Horizontal Section Mounting
Now the remaining horizontal sections can be installed. As with all the sections of the raceway, screws are 
threaded through the sections from the inside out. This puts the sharp edges of the screws on the outside 
of the unit and not inside where they could damage cable. Use the stub Phillips screwdriver to tighten these 
screws.
Step 1: As you position the horizontal sections, slide on the threaded rods and turn the nuts onto the 

threaded rods. Do not tighten the nuts. Just turn them until they are finger-tight against the 
transitions.

Step 2: When all sections are in place and connected to each other, use the carpenter’s level to make sure 
the sections are horizontal. Turn the lower nuts on the threaded rods to raise or lower parts of the 
sections.

Step 3: When the system is level, turn down the upper nuts on the threaded rods and tighten them against 
the sections (Figure 4). This will lock the system into place.


